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Inflated in Nashville (Actually Lewisburg. 60 miles south, MCHS Assort of 1975.)  Austin, Angel's cherubic

vocalize touches your soul with insight into the God she loves. 12 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Present-day

Gospel, GOSPEL: Country Gospel Degrees Of Glory Songs Details: "Degrees of Glory" was the foremost

album Angel ever recorded. She did it at "Chapelgate," near Nashville, Tennessee in 1989. Her husband

Robin was the engineer. Angel wrote and sang all twelve songs. They recorded it in their home studio,

which was the foremost home studio ever available to an independent artist because it used an AKAI

1212 12-track board. This board was revolutionary and sold for $10,000. at the time  theirs was one of the

foremost produced. Angel's home studio included a grand piano, the very foremost Apple Mac, Apple

Laserwriter, and Compaq. These cost $7500. each at the time. So Angel's home studio was an amazing

studio, and her "Degrees of Glory" album was probably the very foremost time an independent Christian

artist had produced a national level album in a home studio. Robin was a world-class engineer. He had

produced shows in the Astrodome as the sound tech. Robin and Angel brought Dwight Liles into the

project as Angel's producer. Dwight was the premier Christian songwriter at the time, working as a writer

for Star Song in Nashville. Dwight listened to Angel's soft, gentle songs of insight into God and used his

Korg keyboard to come up with arrangements for each one. Angel gave him complete artistic freedom to

arrange her songs. They spent about 4-10 hours on each one. As each was being developed and

recorded, Robin and Angel would meet in the kitchen of their Lodge (the studio was in the Library) as

each sought constant cups of coffee. They would hug, and with eyes aglow, exclaim, "It's magic! Wow!

Beautiful!" This was the way that "Degrees of Glory" was born. Angel has been selling it independently

since 1989. This is the foremost time it has been sold on the scale CD Baby has made available, so thank

you listener, and thank you CD Baby. Angel's full bio and the story of "Chapelgate" is available on her
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website. It is a story about an awesome forest with canyons, waterfalls, and ancient buildings, like a

Lodge on a cliff and a 200 year old Gristmill, that Robin  Angel owned  restored as their home. Robin was

a genius inventor who created the foremost system to monitor the drilling of oilwells (the foundational

technology for Exxon-Mobil today), from "Chapelgate." Angel was a Christian songwriter who turned

Chapelgate into a private hideaway for Present-day Christian Music recording artists. Amy Grant made

her "Lead Me On" music video at Angel's waterfall, the #1 Christian video of all time (pictures on website).

Angel wrote a fiction series called "The Chapelgate Adventure Series" based on these events and sells

her fiction at her website.
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